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Step 1: Read about Landslides
Read about landslides below. You will use this information to create your Hazard Information Sheet. 

 

Landslides are natural disasters that occurs when rocks, earth, or other materials move down a slope. They occur when rain,

earthquakes, volcanoes, or other factors change the land. Landslides cause $3.5 billion dollars in damages each year in the United States

and cause between 25-50 deaths each year. Landslides can strike with little to no warning. Once a landslide begins, they can travel 55-

100 miles per hour!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An emergency response specialist is a person who helps people and cities respond to disasters, like tornadoes or floods. Emergency

response specialists work on a disaster response team. Some disaster response teams create brochures and other informational items to

give out to community. These documents are called Hazard Information Sheets. These brochures help people know what to do before,

during, or after a disaster.

 

Today, you will be an emergency response specialist and design a Hazard Information Sheet. Follow the steps below.
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What people should do if they live in areas prone to landslides:

People should prepare by having an emergency kit so they can quickly

evacuate if they are told to do so. Families should also make an emergency plan

so everyone knows what to do if a landslide occurs. They should also know the

warning signs that a landslide might occur. Warning signs include broken water

lines, leaning telephone poles, or new cracks in the ground. People should also

create walls that can act as barriers to water and mud around their home. 

 

What people should do if a landslide occurs:

People should listen to authorities about whether they should evacuate or not.

Additionally, people should listen to the radio or television or check their text

messages for the most up-to-date emergency information. If people are in the

path of a landslide and cannot escape, they should take cover under a strong

table and hold on tightly.

 

What people should do after a landslide occurs:

After a landslide occurs, people should stay away the slide area and any flooded

areas. They should listen to authorities to know when it is safe to go outside or

return to their homes if they evacuated.

 

https://home.nps.gov/hafe/learn/management/md-hgts-landslide.htm
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Step 2: Plan and Brainstorm Ideas 
Fill out the information below for your Hazard Information Sheet.

Audience

Your information sheet will be for a specific audience. Select one or more audiences from the list below. You can also add an audience

that is not listed below.

Young children

Teenagers

People who live in areas at risk for landslides

People who recently moved to an area that has landslides

Scientists

Purpose

Choose a specific purpose for your information sheet. Select one choice from the list before or come up with another purpose.

To provide a general overview on landslides

To provide information about what to do before a landslide 

To provide information about what to do during a landslide

To provide information about what to do after a landslide

Other (describe)_______________________________________

Tone

The tone refers to the author’s attitude towards a topic. For example, the tone can be humorous, cautious, scary, informal, formal, or

optimistic. If the writer wants the tone to be serious, the writer might use very formal words, provide facts, and straight-forward

information. If the writer wants the tone to be more humorous or enthusiastic, the writer might use exclamation marks, include jokes, or

use words that sound funny, like blubber or doodle. 

Describe your tone below.



You need to be prepared before a landslide. Stay aware and alert. Your life depends on it. 

Before a landslide, you should be prepared. Talk with your family about how to prepare.

Facts

Choose at least 3 facts to include in your information sheet. Then, decide how to write the facts based on the tone you chose. For

example, you might use a more formal, informational tone to write facts that scientists would read. However, you might use a serious,

scarier tone if you are warning people to prepare before a landslide. Take a look at these two examples. How are the tones similar or

different in each?

Use the space below to write your facts.

Images

Draw at least 3 images that will be in your information sheet. You should choose images that are appropriate for your audience. For

example, you might use emojis if you are writing for teens. However, you might draw a diagram if you are writing for scientists.
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Step 3: Design your Information Hazard Sheet
Use the space below to design your Information Hazard Sheet. Remember to think about your audience and purpose while you are

designing the sheet!
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